
Part I-57 with E.R.

  

 ` POUL GRONLANDER he re-wrote Hamlet for the Greenland mind- he`d his Mission
too-he‘d confronted the Norwegian church when young but he was right! All languages
up there- they should have had Independence 1790s 1800 at least ! 
SHAME ! SHAME !  They bombed the island 1960 Britain- them- & Denmark
-  tried blame France-  MALRAUX & De GAULLE had found it out…! ` 
Captain Alan Villiers December 1967 Oxford -he sailed the replica Mayflower 1953 to
USA-

  

  

1937/38 AUNT MARGARETHE say`th to me explaining the School studies of The Holm-  
` the boys did not mind at all- Oh Greetha it was too much learning for a girl but I was
glad when I got to 15 years of age-  but  my father had to educate us for 
INDEPENDENCE OF GREENLAND
- 
It was our home”  (
Independence refused by Denmark 1862/3-they have had a WAR)

  

  

LIR Diary/ ANDRE MALRAUX- Arthur Malone/Politan 19/20 March 1972 The Pillar House
Harwell….

  

the renaissance party candle-lit with authentic music on long-player records- all created
with our hands- understanding- fabrics of nature- authentic wines- foods- Peter’s great
drawings in charcoal & gold paint-  The little kitchen a Roman taverna-  100 guests- 
gilded ivy wreaths-  buffet in gold-silver-blue as a party Leonardo da Vinci designed for
the Sforza family Milan 15th century- Guests made or hired costumes/  Orson Wells had
to cancel the day before-he had to fly to New York-   Malone as Politan & LIR Scribe of
Lorenzo da Medici`s Studiolo - ANDRE MALRAUX at 9.30pm
with Lucretia Borgia had been seeing Nixon on CHINA- `in a suit that Greetah Ransom X 
may recall`  
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fichier 1958 Feast of St Cede Bishop of Londinium & Othona 7 January- 

  

  

1972 March…LIR- AMX…POLITAN & his Vikings coming & going…

  

 ` the Thomas B painting went missing up there-  the island- remember the woman with
the big picture hat- we bought it because we used to bring her messages- we bought
them when he was broke- so we bought a number of them.   None are of our family I
think.   Perhaps they were not so good looking at that time-` (Renaissance party
file/can be re-created)- s
ome more talk but it reaches me as heard-read-glimpsed upon the winter airs-the winter
seas of all time - The party is a success…a feast for the eyes by candlelight…the music
of the 15
th

century…

  

  

1934  Greetah Ransom’s first school is the old Quaker School Clacton-on-Sea by our Old
Road house…A Quaker enclave that sadly was pulled down ( it would have
been a present day tourists GEM)
- 
The Way it cometh by the Old Road down from the gentle rise of Great Clacton ancient
Manor Church demesnes- 
1934 the school is passing to Clacton Town-  An Quaker teacher in her 80th year will
continue to teach two years more & she agreed with my young Father I could come in my
pram- 14 months old-  two girls 15 & 16 years of age take care of me in class- 
They the girls are of families who go to the the Rutland Boughton Opera Season- 
he has thee Opera  ` The 
Stone-Henge ` 
Thus theya`h  teach`th  meeeyh  to`o  spake thus-  17
th

century Nonconformist speech ….
that H.W. Poulter Deputy Curator COLCHESTER MUSEUMS  was so proud of my having 
in 
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1952- 

  

  

1972 All this past history is known to MALRAUX- LIR- POLITAN…when they are at the
`renaissance party` March 19 th - But not to Greta Ransom- I  see it in my mind
again nowadays- I do not question it… I go to their
words…

  

The rising & falling of the vowels in this East Anglia Nonconformist speech… the
lingering endings of words is very much dictated by the matter spoken- Andre & Josette
liked it 1937 `FO
RRRH …FOUL WINTER  IT  DOTH  COMMMMH…

  

  

 It was much appreciated in our erudite circles & Taplow Court -  `Clouds`   where my
Grandpa Ransom`s mother Millie Frobisher hath kin &  kith- back to Lord Wentworth
who had 10 daughters & one married Sir Martin Frobisher ARCTIC Mariner 16th century…
We go to other Places of intelligence in G.B. & abroad…where they are delighted in my
speech
….
1935
In South America when near to San Julian’s Bay they understood me …some are Celts
Gaelic stock
….I made a speech thanking the President of Argentina for the Green Train for Christmas
- 
Lennie threatening to jerk my bib if I sayeth I would hath preferred a toy train
- (
my frocks have large collars I do not wear a bib 
)
G.R.  is to be  3 years in March 1936 in Jean`s lands- 
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1960/1 …ANDRE MALRAUX with  LIR & brother JR® will find the train-Argentina… now
retired & recover the name plate saying GRETA of an ancient tongue very pleasant to
listen to- from Continental refugees 16 th -19th centuries-
speech now lost
- pencil sketches upon the East Anglia air
…
Summer 1937...

  

  

1968/1970 - ANDRE MALRAUX APPEARED Harwell 1968 summer brought over by a good
guy 
who worked in PARIS the week- 
he 
say`th 
` … in little room containing Mighty Men… Greta`- 

  

he repeated it 3 times trying wake my memory…  I said slowly `Henry the 5th `…It was
being spoken of… the visits to the cinema Andre & Greta had made to see the Olivier film
1946... 

  

Nothing can come from black-silver layered graves of Greta`s memory where not even R
osy fingered dawn 
is allowed to be a memory` 
- I cannot recall in the past  20 years that thrice I have been called `MALRAUX`s WIDOW -
yet again `….~ 

  

The intention was to give me G.R.  enough memory so that kind persons could combat
the obscene racists at their fraud- violent theft cover up- the mindless sniggering `apes
& Eskimos` 

  

the muttered sadistic lies-  ‘   Well- it was in the way of British Trade Sir James tells
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us….’ 

  

Mr Mengele paedophile Golum Royal Satrap Harrington was to be glimpsed by the alert
in the kitchens of some well off households- discovered to be pouring the drinks- one
hostess keeping the kitchen door banned- whispering who the drink was for through 2
inches of the opened guarded door… here two old people
took the drink from me…Andre sometimes stays with them… 

  

  

1967-1970s….A fuss was made by young people in teens early twenties ABOUT the
PEDOPHILE about the countryside Berkshire/Oxfordshire…. Mr Mengele pae
dophile royal Satrap ex-prisoner ex-Lunatic in-mate from 12 years old with 5
commitments-
Gollum…
His presence 
&  blue car was often hidden-  but he had many places ‘bugged’ by his Naval
Intelligence thugs/JIM helping
… (1,600 available to him 1960-  in the 1950s he had 200 thugs)
-   Post/mail stolen-examined ;   homes broken in on when lawful householders out or
away-theft of documents- photos- paintings- old letters & records- often heroin or
memory loss powders dumped in kitchens-

  

  

Mr Mengele Harrington is directed to destroy blood lines so nobody can be proved to
have existed- he has begun, we hear, destroying the births-deaths-marriages- All DNA
must be lost by burning those in graves or replacing with bones from the London
unnamed poor-There must never be any evidence that Weddell Apes-Ransom Eskimos
had a claim to this Estate of Margarethe Ransom Mrs Thomas Immanuel Grote-an
American- ALL FRAUDSTERS OF NOBLE GROSS BRITAIN- Scandinavia HAVE
GONE INSANE 1930s on Divinorum Salvia Scotland -other
dopes- booze -
kudos
GREED-GREED 
GREED .. 
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1970 April-  I hear outside The Pillar House School Lane Harwell the piping pig noises of 
Mr dirty Jimmie 
CUR
James 
rattling chains 
(next year Lewd-Lord James) 
ordering men to measure up the whole plot of the Pillar House on the corner down to the
East Gate - 
I nearly fainted in sheer fear & horror… 
JIM
had been attempting to buy the Jeffrey’s back half of the house with the big garden &
swimming pool- for CHEAP-  
He went in with 2 thugs one night
…later we hear they intended cutting the roof joists our side & the floors where they
could reach into them…  
He would then say it was rotten get the whole & put up a block of Flats… 

  

  

I told Mrs Jeffreys later that morning   `if you would like to telephone Peter’s cousin he
will tell you we can buy the house soon- late Spring-` She
said we want you to have it- put it back in one house- we only separated it because we
got robbed in Wantage with a shop- 

  

She described to me the house as it was built… how the West sun came in the front
windows & the calm she felt entering- but they had been robbed horribly & her husband
had to work full-time the garage they had opened- She said then young Derek Southall
Artist came with his family-  He climbed in a window to look at the house-  He bought
the front of The Pillar House-
& saved their lives ~…

  

The Derek Southall big construction in purples he leaves 7 years on to the BMNH new owners-
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Greek GAMMA- 
he began to think of this & that as young people do as he walked a student amongst
Albert Speers buildings East Berlin 1960- & saw The Pergamon remains
-… 
ANDRE MALRAUX said he would put it in an alcove - 
we had it at the top of the impressive staircase…
as it is here in GAUL…

  

  

The Pillar House Harwell home of 3 British Artists… We moved into the  house 4 Feb
1969... getting the back half 28 th July
1970 & the house was again as it had been when the artists lived in it- Built 1852 after the
village fire the family asked the Builder to put back their home so that the building is
more 18
th

century than 19
th

- an impressive staircase the shutters inside floor to ceiling- floors of wood-quarry
tiles-brick-& flagstones…moulded ceilings-great kitchen & bread oven -Candlelit it had a
beautiful atmosphere & we knew all whom had passed over the old floors…

  

  

Here to The Pillar House Harwell came the widower of JOSETTE 1968 to his death 1976- AN
DRE MALRAUX retiring Minister of FRANCE 

  

….with summer 1937 in his soul- (histories/photos/records) 

  

The artists are John Frederick Henry Bacon then L. Leslie Brooke-then an Architect Mr
Street- The Misses Clarke with their Primary School- Dr John Fletcher & family Harwell
Atomic & University of Oxford- Derek Southall Artist & his family- then the Whitehead
family BM Natural History-us -The exciting artistic `At Homes` of Mary Freeman artist
over in Winterbrooke House kept the village alive to art-  she‘d grown up with famous
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artists- Dr Peter Whitehead & family lived in the house 4
Feb 1968-30 April 1993  when Greetah widow &
grown children came to France to a similar house Neo-Classical 1830 with more land- 
This village ANDRE MALRAUX & Jo entered & walked in perhaps when coming out of
SPAIN 1936 ? 
MALRAUX visiting 1960s as Minister of Culture FRANCE - 

  

  

1970 Harwell summer June- Rural Conservatives & others had JIM BANNED by Police -not
allowed to be within 5 miles of Harwell or Didcot 
-
Ted Lay farmer knocked him out -hit his jaw 1968 when JIM told him to Order the
Whitehead twins mother OUT of Ted’s Farm Cottage Walnut Tree Cottage 
the Townsend
-  Ted said he thought the little man said he was `Chairman of the Communist Party`… 
The old cottage in question belonged to old friends of everyone- 
Gertrude (Teddy) Ostrander Palmer Whitehead of Wheeling West Virginia exhibited a
bronze head of the owner’s daughter Margaret aged 12 with plats in the Royal Academy
1940s-
JIM 1970 
had been preparing to hit Victoria age 2 years old & Greta on the head as we took a walk down
the Cow Lane- 
To be a repeat of 1936... 
Little Peter is born August 1970
- 
Reports from school children & others Harwell had 
JIM 
investigated…

  

  

Divinorum Salvia Scotland is still used by these aging criminally insane : Teresa Gordon
R. with two live
male bastards  
(bastard du Cann 1924- bastard Norway `King of Sweden`-one evil  -the other perhaps 
not
- their mother a 
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Party & Travel friend of Angela & JIM since 1919 )
Sheshe
Clytemnestra Mad Mother Kali Old Mother R 
had married my father `young Fred Ransom` 
1932
he a few days aged 22 years 
- 

  

She my legal mother had telephoned that morning June 1970 urging me to `take a walk-at 1
o’clock-down that Cow Lane- I expect she too like Mr Mengele Harrington was to be made
a Countess ! 

  

She had sold my life again as she has done to the lives of Ransom- Gordon- Weddell
families from the 1930s… She believes LINDSAY Earls & Mr Pong when they say they
will give her a MILLION POUNDS- they have promised her this
since 1933 - They are more
likely to do her in after she has carried out their evil wishes
~

  

A pellet of the pretty looking Div. Salvia Scotland was seen in her Clacton flat 57 Oxford
Crescent… ~

  

  

“ That prison she kept you in 9 years WHEN YOU SHOULD HAVE BEEN MY WIFE…” say
s  ANDRE MALRAUX  
November 1957
- 
He had come in to 57 Oxford Crescent with a key from a well-wisher to try take me out &
talk with me…September 1947...
but been attacked by her
…& she threatened FRANCE too…

  

1957 November we came for Saint Andrew`s day & to see many people including my
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great-aunts The Misses Bessie & Annie Williams whom George-Andre calls `MY
INTELLECTUAL EQUALS`  - It became 
The Visit  to the Seaside that turned very sinister & attempted poisoning of us
can be read or listened to- 
recorded Greta reading
…

  

  

1968-1972 - LIFE WAS VERY SCAREY & ANDRE MALRAUX came with LIR & Arthur
Malone-POLITAN now 70 years old- to give PROTECTION ! Dr John RAY
Ransom also came 1968 with them- they were terrified for the new family !  
It has never been made clear to me who this Dr Ray is…he as JEAN`s middle son
disappeared from my mind 1941... 
The secret marriage to PJPW had knocked them badly-  they had all felt I would return to
ANDRE MALRAUX when I recovered my state of mind- came out of my so-called amnesia
- 
They do not seem to understand all I need is photos to give me that memory back
…
ALL OUR POST/mail is again 
STOLEN
in name of British Government & Crown…false messages sent again…
TRICKSTERS WITH TRICKS about us…

  

ANDRE MALRAUX    `Andre has no sons` says Great Aunt Annie artist Carroll Williams
in her 90s as she hold Victoria 2 months old 1968...the Roman Catholic marriage they felt
would be taken up…

  

( G.R. is not a bigamist- 1967 was a legal State marriage - The 1947 marriage to ANDRE
MALRAUX should have had us fill in G.B. forms in 1948
- 
when some idiot  MP in Houses of Perversions made bastards of the upper-class &
Nobles who had made Roman Catholic Church early weddings  
`some  BRIDES  age 12  years when a War might take a young son & heir  to death
…
I hear about this from an honourable old man in his  80s 
XMAS-tide 
1953
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WHITES Club- 
now become a low bar with JIM there-
This old man had great-grandchildren from a very happy marriage to his 13 years old
bride- they never regretted it- )

  

  

JIMMIE- a half-breed British Chinese- who calls RANSOM family Apes & Eskimos- THIS
PIMP on the PIN 
is
insane with weird Chinese history knife revenge PLAY in his head perhaps from his 2
years training Chinese OPERA Peking- 
Jimmie Jong Mr Pong Sir James 1953- Lord James 1971... 
has been harming my families from the The Great War/ 1
st

WORLD WAR - before I was born in March 1933 - I have recorded how he 1936/1939 on
his unexpected early morning visits to Teresa kept me G.R. from school-  I had attacks
from him until 1941 with Earls Lindsaybuggarhs his companions at the seaside &
elsewhere… & other noble thugs hung about with them- Scandinavia gave out threats
from 1937-
All documented/records/diaries/ official papers/ 

  

  

1937 Autumn…`JIMMIE- he was not a nice child- I was sorry for his mother-  At the tea
table he whispered behind his hand- had mischief- rushed off with another-he was 11-12
years-  They had to send him to a school in Wales to learn English- he spoke perfect
French & Chinese--` She & his mother went to a London Magistrate Nove
mber
1937 
to get a document to lock him up in an Asylum- there was another son to think about- 
VIOLET 
ARTIST was poisoned with heroin December 1937
-  It was known to be murder by  persons known-
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1939 Easter -Thus to Mr Tate-Mr Chartris-Mr Wayland at Ettie’s (Lady Desborough
bereaved of all her 3 sons- the last 1928 a car accident arranged by 
JIM
Jong )
The three men at 
Taplow Court tried get 
JIM
`
left arm & elbow  of Angela` 
arrested- 
Mr Tate was dead in 48 hours- Mr Wayland kicked to death & died in a month- & Mr
Chartris dies 1944 his wife worried about visits from some men-  She had married him
late in life & did not know his SOULS connections when young- 
THEY WERE NOT SOULS VISITING AT NIGHT- 

  

  

1919- onwards… JIM taking Angela with him to Ireland 1919/1920 savaged the cousins of
Mary Gordon SOUTHERN IRISH Murphys/O’Briens/Carrolls 
with 3 Baronetcies-
raising some RACE HORSES- 
The mad bullying plan was to accuse them of Treason & get horses- JIM  knows Teresa
13 years old 24
th

November 1919 - she had come to stay with the Carroll cousins on their farm…Jim had
probably known Teresa Gordon from when she was  about age 6 to 9 years… Young
people went to riding lessons the Horse training-Ceremonial ground outside London-   
The actress Paulette Goddard has a lot of information here-she had lost a parent at 2
years of age & been taken care of by Mary Gordon & others for a time- she wrote an
Xmas letter to Mary Gordon every year after she became a film star- 
ANDRE MALRAUX knew Paulette too…

  

  

1937 Summer Mary Gordon confides to Andre of matters concerning Teresa’s FALL- `
JIM a piece of vermin who goes for young girls with prospects` -
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JIM was responsible with others for the burning of the Murphy young couple’s home
Ireland- 
only cousin Brian 6 years of age was saved dropped out of a window 1919- 
JIM has known ANGELA since she was 12/13 yeas of age 
-( Information in Andre Malraux’s notebooks given here- PJPW was allowed to make
photo-copy of parts of them 
& LIR & others have the same information…) 

  

2 Nannies to Jim 1900s report on JIM when he is 7-8 years- he was found to be using
heroin- told lies-& was selling others or himself-  They do not blame the Chinese side-
but comment on the Scots nobles at this time-& life in Northumberland & about
Hadrian`s Wall… 

  

  

1920s “ 1920s JIM got the use of the Lindsaybuggarhs  P E N their GRAND on
Clacton-on-sea Seafront - a low crouching building of dark grey Scots
granite between the Royal Hotel & the Towers Hotel Clacton seafront - they got a piece of
land cheap where the horses & dogs would be put when visitors came in carriages- 
It was built 1910 & began to crack & slip-  The builder had said he did not wish to go on
with the building as the stone was too heavy- he was forced to by A Court that Lindsay
Earls knew-  
In 1944 
the schools were told not to walk on the pavement that side & wooden bars were nailed
on the door- 

  

  

1945 July - The Earls of Crawford & LINDSAY mob were back from the killings of the
GROTE HOMES CHILDREN & boasting of it … (I have given in this BOOK of
SUMMER 1937-what I & others heard-)
were allowed to enter in the daytime- not to sleep-  It was pulled down early 1946-  
Andre Malraux 
remembered it very well 1937 Summer…
& in his Widowerhood 1945... 
The LINDSAY Earls now frantically began tearing out all references to themselves in
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Essex- a woman worker in the Town Hall reported - some documents were put away- 
Lindsay as usual were breaking the LAW-  1940s-1960s using the G.B. Government &
Crown authority LINDSAYbuggarhs called in all Clacton Hospital Carnival photographs
with announcements to organizations they were wanted for a Project… Womens
Institute-newspapers etc.  The Lindsay mob & JIM, others,  could be seen in photos- &
with 2 collecting tins- one for them- the fullest one- 
HISTORY OF THEIR VIOLENCE IS RECORDED by several hands-

  

1953 New year’s Eve 31st December 9.30pm - 

  

40 LINDSAY at Netherington Hall for nosh-up had their SHARE of the stolen 19 Acres
money from FRAUD Sale in secret criminal negotiations 1941-1953 claimed in name of
Angela …all under
New York, Manhatten/Long Island… read out to them
- 
THE  RANSOM stolen acres
GIVE ALL of the criminally insane crooks
MONEY OF VIOLENCE which DRIPS BLOOD & GORE 
of GROTE HOMES children A-Z globe 1938-1954
- 

  

`to-day I bought a  parcil of 19 acres  New York…`1801` 

  

Diary written by & Documents from my 3-times back Grandfather Frederick RANSOM of
Montrose & all the other nations of his  ancestors Ransom Brides dowry lands…in a
straight line back for 1,500 years- 

  

This theft in secret tumbled Grote Brokers New York 1954- from 1941 Kubla Khan JIM
headed it with team in the name of a faceless woman Angela…her Rank was used to
impress the importance of SILENCE … to the gullible…  Diplomatic penniless mobs-&
underworld-pull it off- Lies were spouted about a dead Millie Lindsay having inherited it
not Margarethe Ransom Grote -
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AT THIS NOSH-UP ….many Lindsaybuggarhs panic when they see Andre Malraux & Greta
Ransom present -  notes/reports/eye
witnesses/ 

  

Lindsay 15 Earl to be was sent upstairs with a dope for the drink of an old relative we all
share & this handed to him by the 2 nd woman in films- the victim is
the old lady of 1938
December comforting my grandpa RANSOM in woodlands that are now gone 
lands sold off for profit & heavy traffic drear
-
Her husband who had spoken with Greta Ransom earlier was calling out 
`MALRAUX-WHERE IS MALRAUX` 
Andre Malraux 
was snaffled away by film woman trying lure him for dirty weekend he reports
-  (  He was shocked- he does not do those things…) 

  

The poor Widower of a few minutes went about calling out `she has been murdered` …a
doctor came swiftly of course & sedated him-

  

THE EARL no 14  (the Evil little Jack in box chum of JIM) READ OUT blood & gore
moneys from sale of the 19 Acres & there was another 4 Acres they would try and get
sold in the years ahead… Unde
r Central Park
… 
records/reports/)

  

Millie Lindsay hey !…There is no such person- she is Millie Frobisher Mrs John Ransom
Greta’s Grandpa Ransom’s mother the skating Ancient Arts tiny blonde blue-eyed girl of
a Lindsay mother who married FROBISHER
- m 1883 age 18 years to a family whose Ancestry swept her off her feet- an Island in the
SNOW- Japan etc etc etc -  Widowed 1890 her husband murdered orders Earl Lindsay
she is murdered by 2 Lindsay 2
nd

cousins 1897 for her Frobisher Florida lands-  her mother was unfortunately a Miss
Lindsay & the blood line is from a Miss 
CLOUTS
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by Christian name… of  Dereham Park - she had lots of dough - marriage 1830 - 

  

  

This Lindsay 14 (Earl) one of the 3 murderers 1942 of the 9 years old Newfoundland
heiress at Castle/Sible Hedingham as she biked at 8 am a Saturday to her choir practice-
a nasty paedophile too he will be castrated 1960/61 by Territorials 
et al 
-` Reports `the big black car left the back of Buckingham Palace pre-dawn…
it was seen at Castle Hedingham before 8 am by 2 War workers returning from overnight
duties-  the occupants of the car did not see them`
….

  

  

1960 January - Winston Churchill says of Earl 14 - `so he’s been playing Richard Strauss
& Finzi has he- well I’m Goldhanger-` C
hurchill  `
made him dig it up` 
-took 98 
thousand off him-  
he is one of the two evil little jack-in-the boxes 1930s-

  

  

This monster Earl Lindsay No 14 …in 1953 upon New Year’s EVE read out to the 40
Lindsay` that night after the dinner the following instructions :  
…(2 detectives dressed as Waiters present they did not know about…)

  

` EARL’s ORDERS`  take the piece which suits you best… 
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(a pellet torch-blown of Divinorum Salvia Scotland to put their snout from this punch
bowl) 

  

…And get out there- find these names & REPORT TO THE HEAD OF YOUR BRANCH OF
THE FAMILY- RANSOM & these creatures are trying take from YOU the FORTUNE OF
MILLIE LINDSAY…

  

(FCR`s mother murdered by them 1897 her body delivered at night into his
arms…Grandpa Ransom was 14 years old -The Earl gave orders ALL PHOTOS & all
mention of the woman to be destroyed) 

  

  

list of names read- RANSOM-Grote-Weddell-Poulsen-Gronlander-Mainwarring/Mannering
-MacMurray-Gable-San Julian of course-  A dozen names who are off main Ransom
line-but known to be active in Grote Homes pre-War-  They have use of the 2,500 HOMES
world-wide & the attached homes for the big family to use when they come with their
children-relatives-  ALL part of educating these world-citizens the GROTE children
- 
who think of themselves as part of this vast RANSOM GRONLANDER family…

  

  

EASY FOR SEA PEOPLES TO BE FRIENDS FOR WE HAVE KEPT UP WITH OUR
ANCESTORS- PALESTINE 11th-12th century were sending us XMAS cards 1929 then they
were said to have all been killed by G.B. nobles
-who now felt they could log the Olive Trees-Cedar Trees that we protect 
This barrel-like creature Earl 14 - `looks like a Railway Office booking Clerk- can you
recall him New year`s Eve ? Ask Andre Malraux and PJPW 1970 -
NOTEBOOKS ANDRE MALRAUX…
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No 14 Earl  (dies 1985) is a named Leader in Grote children killings-he & Jimmie Jong
are those 1930s `two evil little Jack-in-boxes ` Reports/eyewitness
es/diaries/Nations A-Z photos/hospitals-police-others-reports given 1960 to Arthur
Malone -

  

  

Files/records/diaries-much evidence destroyed but nevertheless the evil ones make
mistakes- A place in France called 1950s by professional people London  `the bloody
liar dusty mansion France` was where Jimmie Jong & Lindsaybuggarhs hide their booty
from 1921 - 

  

1960s ANDRE MALRAUX had this Chateau raided & recovered much RANSOM etc
records-  he being the 1 st Cultural Minister of France…But a raid soon organised
by soapy-slimy bilge rats of R.N. Naval Intelligence plus Kenya ex-Army broke into a
Paris Institution & stole The Ransom Collection again- 
Britain Rules the Waves ON THE PIN… 

  

…..`Land of Dope & Tory` ….the front row of the Arena Albert Hall Proms sang 1980s…as
a French president looking like Napoleon entered for La MER` 
We grant him TASTE- 

  

but France drips blood & gore with 5 GROTE HOMES children slain- & ANDRE MALRAUX &
his Catholic wife JOSETTE their two sons killed deliberately- & all the others given early grave- 
Weddell branch lines towards Spain on the Atlantic coast…a Basque family line AQUIDA- 
I  recall  we have them visit when I am 5 years old… JEAN`S RELATIVES…they know it
is she the ballerina in the Degas painting…with the customary scarlet flowers in her
hair…She is dancing her Spanish-ballet choreography she began to invent after losing
her first husband and then their stillborn child before she was 22 years of age…
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I remember the Basque GROTE HOME 1935 November … & the pride of the fishermen in
the Home that afternoon as we arrived by seaplanes…JEAN WEDDELL RANSOM
speaking Spanish as one of them- Lennie too-  I introduced as newest Ransom-Weddell
&  `being trained by Aunt Margaretha Mrs Grote with Lennie as heirs to look after you all
round the globe` 

  

These seacoast peoples France-Spain sometimes sail up to the ISLAND IN THE SNOW &
are anxious we OPEN THE ISLAND UP AGAIN- 
In 1996 an aged woman in the market Atlantic coast nearly to Spain asked `where from ?
` as she put her hands either side of my high cheek bones &  tugged my long plat- I said
Greenland-Groenland- 
she smiled saying her family had sailed there from Bordeaux years ago- 
I had not Occitan or French language to tell her of ANDRE MALRAUX’s seafaring lines- 
how they’d sailed with RANSOM from Bordeaux 1600-1633- 

  

  

FIGURES FROM A MORGUE- FIGURES OF INSANE IGNORANT GREED sub-sub-Apes… s
tole our collections- burning mutilating- 
Famous letters written to Families RANSOM- Weddell GRONLANDER-SAN JULIAN by other
human-beings- many ancient letters & modern from those we fund in the Arts-
architecture-music-education-science-technology-Welfare-NASA…  around the entire globe we
go A to Z… for we are 14 Races & 27 Nations bred this past 1,500 years… Lennie & 
Greetah
& all of us since the Weddell-Ransom marriage of 1909...

  

  

Pray the dope-fiends descend to HELL-lowest levels of DANTE- I G.R. recall that the old
Clacton dog-walkers 1930s called Lindsay & scum 
`piles of dog’s dirt along our seafront`…
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Part I-57 with E.R.

  

To remember these human beings slain the 2 Universities of Poul Gronlander & James
Weddell & wife her father his father-in-law Yah. Josef SAN JULIAN f. San Miguel must be
built near Poles Nord & SUD…  we had the moneys to build with in 1937 !  Put the evil
thieves on chains & get them building…………… 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

Greta Frobisher Weddell Maureen Caecelia Ransom set this out on the Computer…for
Ransom & all our kith & kin -for the Estate Ransom & GROTE HOMES children staff
settlers…
for ANDRE & JOSETTE & Pierre & Vincent…
this  Document SUMMER 1937 is compiled from all their records/accounts/their lives- 
June 2008 - January 2009 AD
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